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ABSTRACT 
Wavelet analysis has engrossed more researchers in the field because of its analyzing ability for fastly solving 

and altering transient signals. Wavelet investigates its capability to analyze locally i.e. localized area can be 

analyzed for any larger signal. Wavelet analysis is can reveal data aspects which other techniques for image 

analysis may fail to notice aspects such as tendency, discontinuities of higher derivatives, breakdown points, and 

self-similarity. 

  

Wavelet Theory has significance in image analysis, signal processing, transient signal analysis, communication 

systems. Also wavelet has captivated interest of researchers in active area of signal processing, data 

compression, harmonic analysis, operator theory, fractals and quantum field theory. The wavelet transform for 

de-noise the color image signal is noteworthy footstep in handling noise. Wavelet employed for de-noising can 

be executed with no smoothing of sharp structures. Wavelet transform provides more stability in reconstruction 

of true color image signal. This paper presents the performance of DWT algorithms for compressing color 

image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Now-a-days, the wavelet transform is used to decompose various color images into group of sub-images termed 

as shapes with varying resolutions in context with different frequency bands. The Discrete Wavelet Transform 

can be defined as series of filtering and sub-sampling (decimating in time). This multi-resolution property of 

discrete wavelet transform has become a powerful tool for decomposing color images in horizontal and vertical 

directions by accessing pyramidal multi-resolution schemes. Vector quantization (VQ) is applied to resultant 

coefficients employing LGB algorithm. The distortions due to noise are reduced using error correction 

approximating reconstructed coefficients quantization error, for given compression rate. 

  

In this paper, we directly apply CS to image signal for noise reduction and image reconstruction purposes. It is 

worth noting that natural images are not sparse but many signals are sparse with respect to proper basis. If 

gradients are relatively close, DWT is applied for edges detection; otherwise, color correlations are exploited for 

direct interpolation. The sparsity level is also obtained based on direct sparsity estimation and observation 

vector can be defined by using random white Gaussian matrix. The color image compression method should 

balance the compression ratio and image quality through compressing the essential image blocks with high 

quality. 

 

II. WAVELET TRANSFORM 
Wavelet packets are linear combinations of many wavelets. Wavelet denotes “small or short wave”. The 

smallness implicit finite length window function. Wavelet analysis approximates functions contained 

specifically in finite domains. Some mathematical functions for representing data or other supplementary 

functions are satisfied with Wavelet functions. Effectively, any waveform for wavelet is of finite duration whose 

mean value corresponds to zero. The Wavelet Transform solves resolution dilemma in image transformation and 

processing. Wavelets are finely adopted for data approximation with sharp discontinuities. The Haar, 

Daubechies, Symlets and Coiflets are orthogonal wavelets. Including Meyer wavelets all above wavelets result 

in reconstruction perfectly. They possess orthogonality, smoothness, and localization characteristics of mother 
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wavelets. They are more localized in terms of frequency and time which shows the closer connection between 

the coefficients and function specified. 

 

Haar Transform 

In wavelet family, Haar wavelet is important, simplest yet oldest family member. Hence it is necessary to start 

with Haar wavelet. Haar wavelets have number of applications. As the frequency responses of Haar wavelets 

have maximum flatness within frequency range of 0 and R therefore they are also termed as Maxflat wavelets. 

Haar wavelet is resembled to step function but is discontinuous. 

 

Haar wavelets relating to mathematical operation in discrete form are known as Haar transform. Haar transform 

can be employed for noise removing and compression of audio and image (gray scale, true color) signals. Haar 

transform consists of Haar scaling function, ȹ (t) for dilation of parameters of signals and Haar mother wavelet 

function, ψ (t). These can be given as: 

ȹ (t) ={
1 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 1
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(1) 

 

ψ (t) ={

1    0 < 𝑡 ≤
1

2

−1   
1

  2
< 𝑡 ≤ 1

  0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 

(2) 

 
Fig. 1 Haar Wavelet  

 

Dabuchies wavelet 

Daubechies support ortho-normal wavelets and mostly used in DWT applications. Daubechies wavelets build 

the foundations of wavelet signal processing as they are the most famous wavelet. Daubechies wavelet 

transform family has number of members in it which have different characteristics and resolution capability. 

Daubechie family comprises numerous wavelet members. It is defined as similar context to Haar wavelet 

transform. Daubechies wavelet transforms perform image signal processing including compression and 

denoising for audio and images, image signals as well as allows enhancement in signal recognition.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Daubecheies Wavelet Family 

 

Coiflets 

The wavelet function has 2N moments equal to 0 and the scaling function has 2N-1 moments equal to 0. The 

two functions have a support of length 6N-1. 
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Fig. 3 Coiflets wavelets 

 

III. RGB IMAGE 
An NxMx3 array of color pixel defining red, green & blue component for each individual pixel constitutes RGB 

image. The intensity composition of red, green and blue stored in each color plane at pixel location defines true 

color of each pixel. RGB image stores 8 bits each color constituting 24-bits images.  

 
Fig. 4 RGB image 

 

A single RGB image can be taken as heap of three grayscale images when fed into red, green & blue monitor 

producing color image over screen. An image formed through RGB components is termed as three component 

color image. These tri components decides the range the value of class for double, 8 unit and unit16 as [0, 1], [0, 

255], [0, 65535] linewise. 

 

IV. INTENSITY IMAGE 
Intensity Image is a data matrix to represent intensities of the color components of pixel. A classic color image 

generalizes two matrices viz colormap and image matrix. colormap matrix represents set of values for colors for 

each image pixel in image & image matrix gives regarding index into colormap. For n color image, colormap 

matrix is of n-by-3 size. Each row of colormap matrix is 1-by-3 red, green, blue (RGB) color vector. 

 

We can say,  

Color of image = Intensity[R G B] 

 

Intensity matrix lists red, green, and blue components intensity present in the colored image. R, G, B are real 

scalars ranging from 0.0 (black i.e. no intensity) to 1.0 (full intensity).  

 

V. DENOISING METHOD 
In various fields of planetary science to molecular spectroscopy, scientists and researchers are facing the issues 

to of recover a true and an original signal from indirect, incomplete, or noisy data. However Wavelet has 

evolved as the solution to recover original signal from the noisy data and the technique is known as Denoising 

technique. The Denoising technique used in wavelet is known as wavelet shrinkage and thresholding method. 

In this method, data set are decomposed using wavelets and various filters are used for which act as averaging as 

well as to produce details.  The resulting wavelet coefficients may correspond to details in the data set. This 

results in the analysis of data and recovers the original signal.  When the details obtained are small, they can be 

omitted without affecting the significant properties of the data set. Then thresholding is applied to the set, 

making zero to all coefficients which are less than the set threshold value. To reconstruct the data set, these 

coefficients are used in an inverse wavelet transformation.   
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Fig. 5 De-noised Image Signal Method With Wavelet 

 

VI. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

In this paper, the performance of wavelets used in compressed sensing. MATLAB translates the values of 

intensity into display intensities for displaying an image with colormap. The RGB component of color image 

gets transformed to luminance and chrominance components in the form of YCbCr components before applying 

DWT. Here, Y is luminance while Cb and Cr are chrominance image components.  

 
Table. 1 Performance of Simulation Parameter 

S.No. Parameter Value  

1 Wavelet family  Haar, Db, Bior  

2.  Image size 512 x512 

3.  Level of wavelet 1 

4. Compression level 25,50,75 % 

5 Output parameter PSNR and RMSE 

  

The various wavelet functions have been analyzed and used for compression. The performance of wavelet 

functions is shown in figure below: 

 

 
Fig. 6 Performance of Color image 
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Fig. 7 Performance of SNR Vs RMSE  

 
Fig. 8 Performance of SNR Vs PSNR 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the simulation of the color image compressed sensing technique using wavelet transform has been 

discussed. This method can be used for effective image compression and denoising. The results obtained from 

above discussed techniques make compressed sensing (CS) versatile applicable in numerous areas.  
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